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Abstract:- Computed tomography (CT) scanning is a
non-invasive diagnostic imaging technique that provides
more detailed information about the liver than standard
X-rays. Unlike ultrasound (US) examination, the quality
of the CT image is not highly operator dependent. Plenty
of works has been done using computer-aided diagnosis
(CAD) for liver using conventional machine learning
algorithms with better results. Recent advances especially
in deep learning technology, can detect, classify, segment
patterns in medical images where the advancements in
deep learning has been shifted to medical domain also.
One of the core abilities of deep learning is that they
could learn feature representations automatically from
data instead of feeding hand crafted features based on
application. In this review, the basics of deep learning is
introduced and their success in liver segmentation and
lesion detection, classification using CT imaging modality
is reviewed and their different network architectures is
also discussed. Transfer learning is an interesting
approach in deep learning which is also discussed. So,
deep learning and CAD system has made a huge impact
and has produced enhanced performance in healthcare
industry.
Keywords:- Computed Tomography Scan, Computer-aided
diagnosis, Deep learning, Artificial Intelligence.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Medical imaging techniques like ultrasound, X-ray,
computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), positron emission tomography (PET), and
mammography are used to create images of parts of the
human body for diagnostic and treatment purposes [1,2].
These images are mostly interpreted by radiologists and at the
cost of potential fatigue of experts, poor imaging quality and
wide variations in pathology, CAD have begun to benefit.
Among these imaging techniques, our focus is on CT. In
computed tomography, the X-ray beam moves in a circle
around the body and that gives many different views of the
same organ or structure. The X-ray information is sent to a
computer that interprets the X-ray data and displays it in a
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two-dimensional (2D) form on a monitor. These images are
stored for diagnosis and for future reference [3]. CT scans are
also done with contrasting agent which brightens the area
under diagnosis. These images are processed by CAD
systems using image processing, machine learning
techniques to automatically diagnose the patient without the
aid of human experts.
As portrayed in figure 1, conventional machine
learning algorithms rely on the human expert’s domain
knowledge for extracting informative features from the
images which describes the pattern or regularities in the
image and making it complex for the non-experts. However
deep learning does this learning step automatically where it
requires only input data and it discovers the informative
representations in a self-taught manner [4]. Deep learning has
shifted the burden of feature learning from human experts to
computers with enhanced performance. On the other hand
deep learning algorithms requires graphics processing units
(GPU) for its efficient implementation.
In this review, the basics of deep learning is given and
then the current performance of CAD systems for diagnosing
liver diseases is evaluated based on the previous
publications, and the advantages and problems to be solved
for future establishment of deep learning-based CAD system
as a screening tool for CT examination of liver disease is
also discussed.

Fig. 1:- Difference between machine learning and deep
learning
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II.

DEEP LEARNING

Deep learning is a subfield of machine learning and its
basic algorithm is called artificial neural networks which are
inspired by the structure and function of human brain. Deep
learning algorithms needs huge amount of data and data
augmentation is a way to increase the dataset using the
available data. The perceptron [5] is the earliest neural
network with a single input and output layer. A multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) has one more layer called as hidden layer
in-between the input and output layer where in neural
networks (NN), the units of neighbouring layers are fully
connected to one another and there is no connection among
units within a layer MLP is also said as feed forward neural
networks (FFNN). Each unit in a layer is characterized by its
weight, bias and its activation function. The activation
function is the non-linear transformation that we do over the
input signal. This transformed output is then send to the next
layer of units as input. The network that has multiple hidden
layers is said as deep models.
Convolutional neural networks is a type of deep
models which better utilizes the spatial information in
images unlike stacked auto encoder (SAE), deep belief
network (DBN) or deep Boltzmann machines (DBM).
Structurally CNNs have convolution layer, pooling layers
and fully connected layers. These SAE, DBN and DBM are
deep models where the input is always in vector form and
these are the applications for unsupervised feature
representation learning. Recurrent neural networks (RNN),
generative adversarial networks (GAN) are some other deep
network models which is briefly discussed in [6, 7].
III.

CURRENT STATUS OF COMPUTER-AIDED
CT LIVER LESION DIAGNOSIS

Several studies based on deep learning approaches is
studied and reported in this review. Several authors have
proposed architectures based on CNN with better
performance. Deep models like RNN, GAN, transfer learning
approaches using AlexNet, ResNet and some deep learning
based segmentation is reported in this review.
A. Lesion detection using Perceptual Hash (PH) function
Image hash function also called Image Hashing maps
an input image to a value called image hash, which has been
used in many applications like image authentication, image
copy detection etc. In general the perceptual image hashes
are resistant to attacks such as JPEG conversion and
geometric transformations. Two basic methods that is
durable against these attacks are Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). The
perceptual image hashing produces a hashed image using the
perceptual hash function.
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Ozyurt et al. [8] have developed a method named FPH-CNN to differentiate between benign and malignant
masses from CT liver images. The author has proposed
Perceptual Hash (PH) method combined with deep learning
and their main objective is to reduce the computational cost
using the proposed method. In this work the PH method
extracts salient features from the images and also reduces the
features by DWT and SVD. The PH function was obtained
by applying a 2 level DWT to the input images of fixed size
(256*256*3) and singular values were obtained by applying
SVD on the divided (2*2) blocks of LL2 and the singular
values were normalized. The obtained PH function after
applying 2 level DWT was resistant to JPEG compression
and applying SVD to LL2 band was resistant to angular
attacks [9]. As a result of applying this hash function to 112
CT input images, these images were down sampled to a
fixed size of (16*16), (32*32), (64*64), (128*128) by
using DWT-SVD perceptual hash which represents the
salient features of the images. This DWT-SVD based PH can
be said as a pre- processing stage where these fixed size
matrices are fed as a vector to the input of the CNN. The
CNN has 5 convolutional layers and 2 fully connected layers
and the features from the last fully connected layer was fed
into ANN, SVM, KNN respectively and the best accuracy
was noted. A best accuracy of 98.2% was obtained using the
image size of (32*32) with ANN classifier and 9.08s
execution time. The author has proposed a method which
gave a best accuracy of 98.2% using the image of size only
(32*32).
Akif Dogantekin et al. [10] have developed PH-CNNELM method to classify benign and malignant masses from
Liver CT images. A Perceptual Hash Function (PH) to
reduce the size of liver images occupied on hard disk so that
the computation time is reduced, a Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) to extract optimal features from the input
data which prevents manual feature extraction, an Extreme
Learning Machine (ELM) for the classification purpose. The
hash function was based on Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) to get the LL2 band and Singular Value
decomposition (SVD) to get individual values of images
where the input images were resized to (256*256*3) and this
PH has resulted images with reduced dimensions such as
(16*16), (32*32), (64*64), (128*128). The images were
given as input to CNN which has 5 convolution layers and 2
fully connected layers and the features of the last layer were
given as inputs to classifiers ELM, SVM, KNN and the best
classifier is opted. The data set has been increased to 200
images from available 145 liver CT images using
augmentation techniques. A best accuracy of 97.3% was
achieved using (32*32) PH image and ELM classifier and
the occupied reduction ratio of images in hard disk is 113
times with size of 0,310 MB where without PH the actual
storage size is 14,76 MB. The novelty of this work is the PH
function which has drastically reduced the execution time of
CNN using reduced dimensions of input images and the
reduction in memory space.
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B. Transfer learning approach
Transfer learning is one of the three approaches of
deep learning. The other two were classification using a pretrained model like AlexNet or GoogleNet and then building
a network from scratch i.e. training a network ourselves from
the start. Transfer learning is an interesting approach where
we could use a pre-trained model like AlexNet and modify
that network for a different application by making some
changes in the network’s architecture [11]. For example,
AlexNet is trained for 1000 classes of natural images and we
could use that network to classify some other classes other
than those 1000 classes by making some modifications in the
pre-trained network based on our application.
Weibin Wang et al. [12] have used the residual
convolutional neural network (ResNet) for the classification
of focal liver lesions (FLL) such as cysts, focal nodular
hyperplasia (FNH), hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), and
hemangioma (HEM) using non contrast, arterial and portal
venous phase CT images. ResNet eases the training of
network where Deep Neural Networks (DNN) poses
difficulty in training. The author has shown the significance
of fine tuning (Transfer Learning) of networks when only
smaller training samples are available. This work has used
the available networks AlexNet [13] and ResNet [14] and has
fine-tuned the networks for the classification of FLLs.
Initially the network has been trained with ImageNet that
contains 1 million natural images of 1000 classes and the
weights of convolutional layers was saved. The output of the
fully connected layer was only changed to 4 class since the
original network has 1000 classes. The network was retrained
using the medical image data and only the parameters of the
fully connected layers were updated. In the pre-processing
stage, the ROIs in 388 multi-phase CT images has been
extracted by radiologist and the three phases of each image
was merged into a three channel image of size (227*227*3)
where each channel represents a phase of CT image. These 3
channel images were fed into ResNet for feature extraction
which has 49 convolutional layers and 1 fully connected
layer. Fine tuning has improved the accuracy of AlexNet
from 78.23% to 82.94% and ResNet from 83.67% to 91.22%.
This work has managed to achieve better accuracy compared
to existing methods for classifying FLLs using fine tuning
even when only smaller data is available.
Yu, Y., Wang et al. [15] have proposed a transfer
learning approach using AlexNet-CNN for staging liver
fibrosis using the biopsy samples of rat liver and the images
acquired from SHG microscopy were used after contrast
enhancement and adaptive thresholding. The input and
output layers of AlexNet was modified according to liver
fibrosis assessment and the processed images were resized to
224*224*3 and the output has five stages of fibrosis F0-F4
[16]. This work has also built conventional supervised
methods such as artificial neural networks (ANN),
multinomial logistic regression (MLR), support vector
machines (SVM) and random forests (RF) using 130
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morphological and textural features. The results were
validated using area under receiver operating characteristic
(AUROC) values of up to 0.85–0.95 versus ANN (AUROC
of up to 0.87–1.00), MLR (AUROC of up to 0.73–1.00),
SVM (AUROC of up to 0.69–0.99) and RF (AUROC of up
to 0.94–0.99). The author has defended his work in a way
that his transfer learning approach is fully automated and has
resulted better accuracy similar to the conventional methods
and this transfer learning approach was trained with
irrelevant image sources of natural images (AlexNet) to
address the requirement of large datasets for deep learning
approaches.
C. Deep models for liver lesion detection
H. R. Roth et al., [17] have proposed a method for
classifying 5 classes of human anatomy such as neck, lungs,
liver, pelvis and legs using CT images and ConvNets. The
proposed ConvNet has 5 convolutional layers, 2 fully
connected layer and a soft max layer which gives the
probability for each class and the input images were rescaled
to 256*256. Data augmentation was done using random
translation, rotations and non-rigid deformations to enrich
the data set. The ratio of the training and testing data set was
8:2. This method has resulted in an error rate of 9.6% before
augmentation and 5.9% after augmentation and the author
has conveyed the importance of data augmentation in error
rate reduction.
Amita Das et al., [18] have proposed a new technique
called watershed Gaussian based deep learning (WGDL) for
automated classification of three types of liver cancer i.e.
hemangioma (HEM), hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and
metastatic carcinoma (MET) using deep neural network
(DNN). The marker controlled watershed segmentation
algorithm [19, 20] and morphological operations were used
to separate liver region from 225 CT images and Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) [21] was used to segment the cancer
region from the liver area. The statistical, geometrical and
texture features were extracted from the segmented images
using gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) method and
these features were fed as inputs to the DNN. The training
and testing dataset ratio was 7:3 and this method has resulted
99.39% accuracy with DNN. The network parameters can be
referred in the paper.
Eugene Vorontsov et al. [22] have evaluated the
performance of fully convolutional network (FCN) for
detection and segmentation of colorectal liver metastasis
(CLM) using CT images. Liver tumour segmentation
challenge (LiTS) CT dataset [23] has been used for training
and validation and testing dataset of 26 CT images has been
taken from Canadian tissue repository network [24]. The
model has 2 FCNs and both have U-Net [25] type of
architecture. FCN1 results the probability of each pixel of an
input image being within the liver and FCN2 outputs the
probability of each pixel being a lesion from the FCN1
output. The segmentation result has been compared with the
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manual segmentation done by the radiologists. The detection
sensitivity of automated method for lesion size <10 mm, 1020 mm, >20 mm was 10%, 71%, and 85%. Manual correction
by the experts after automated segmentation was done and it
resulted 57%, 89%, 100% for the same three lesion sizes. The
authors had concluded that user correction can generally
resolve deficiencies of fully automated segmentation for
small metastases and is faster than manual segmentation.
Choi KJ et al. [26] have developed a Liver Fibrosis
staging system using deep learning system (DLS) and portal
venous phase CT images. Five stages of fibrosis were
considered i.e. F0 = no fibrosis, F1 = portal fibrosis, F2 =
periportal fibrosis, F3 = septal fibrosis, F4 = cirrhosis. The
dataset has 7461 CT examinations for training and 891 CT
examinations for testing set. Since the amount of data for F1,
F2, and F3 was smaller than F0, F4, the data of stages with
lesser data was augmented so that the accuracy is well
maintained for minority classes. Liver region of 50 random
CT images from the training dataset has been manually
segmented by experts and liver segmentation algorithm was
developed with five-fold cross validation and this algorithm
has resulted in a Dice similarity index of 0.92. Then the
entire 7461 CT training set was fed into the segmentation
algorithm and then into the convolutional neural network for
fibrosis staging. The trained DLS was validated using the
test dataset and it has resulted 94%, 95%, 92% accuracy for
fibrosis stages F2-F4, F3-F4, F4. Huge collection of images
was used in this work with the deep learning technique and
has resulted an accurate staging of liver fibrosis.
Avi Ben-Cohen et al. [27] have proposed a liver
metastases detection system on global context using FCN and
on local context using super-pixel sparse based classification.
The local context works on patch level since small metastases
are very crucial in early detection of liver cancer. A dataset
of 20 patients with 68 lesions for training and 14 patients with
55 lesions for testing was used in which 35% were small
lesions since its longest diameter was less than 1.5 cm. The
first module was based on FCN-4s architecture using the
VGG-16 layer net which produces a lesion probability map.
The network was trained with liver image and manually
segmented lesion masks by experts. The second module
performs local analysis from the FCN network output. For
each output from FCN, a super-pixel map was generated
where super-pixels [28] reduces the redundancy of densely
extracted patches. Each super pixel was represented by a 125
long feature vector and the features from the super-pixels
were fed into a sparsity based classifier K-SVD to generate
an initial dictionary for lesion detection [29]. In addition the
output of FCN was also fed into the classifier for each test
case as a fine tuning. Finally the super- pixels were classified
as lesion or non-lesion and this work has resulted 94.6% true
positive rate and 2.9 false positive rate where false positive
reduction will be a promising approach in medical
applications.
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Yudan Huang et al. [30] have developed a crosscontrast neural network (CCNN) which combines CNN with
the modified information based similarity (IBS) [31] method
for liver fibrosis classification of five fibrosis stages (F0-F4).
This work has used MRI images which are beyond our study
but the technique CCNN compares the feature distributions
of two images to find whether they come from the same stage
of liver fibrosis. The first part of this work has resulted cross
probability maps for utilizing the implicit contrast
information among the inputs and the second part has
measured the similarities i.e. distance between feature vectors
between maps using IBS theory. This method has achieved
90% for binary classification, 85% for 4 categories
classification on a dataset of only 34 patients, which proves
that CCNN can be applied to training relatively small
medical dataset for achieving high accuracy.
K. Yasaka, et al. [32] have developed a convolutional
neural network (CNN) to classify five classes of liver disease
(class 1 - classic hepatocellular carcinomas [HCCs], class 2 malignant liver tumours other than classic and early HCCs,
class 3 - indeterminate masses or mass-like lesions, class 4 hemangiomas and class 5 - cysts. This work has collected a
huge dataset of 1068 image sets from 460 patients for
training and that includes all the five classes. Testing dataset
has 100 liver masses and all these images includes the three
CT phases i.e. non-contrast, arterial, and delayed. Data
augmentation [33] was performed on training data and one
image has produced 52 image sets and 1068 image sets has
produced 55,536 image sets for training. The test image sets
were cropped to the central (500*500) part and all the images
was rescaled to (70*70). The CNN was built with six
convolutional layers, three max- pooling layers and 3 fully
connected layers. The built network has resulted median
accuracy of 0.95 and 0.84 for training and test data. The
sensitivity of each individual classes for test data were 0.71,
0.33, 0.94, 0.90, and 0.10. The use of GeForce GTX 1080
GPU and 64GB RAM, has allowed them to work on such
huge dataset.
Maayan Frid-Adar, el al. [34] have proposed a method
for generating synthetic medical images using generative
adversarial network (GAN) and liver lesion classification
using CNN. The dataset has 53 cysts, 64 metastases and 65
hemangiomas portal-phase 2D CT images and ground-truths
were marked by the radiologist. Since the marked lesions
were of different sizes, all the marked ROIs were made into
a uniform size (64*64) and these ROIs were fed into the
CNN input. In order to get a good classification result, a
large labelled training dataset is needed. But getting large
medical image dataset is complex. So classic data
augmentation (CNN-AUG) like translation, rotation,
flipping, scaling was done to enlarge the dataset and to
reduce the overfitting [35]. In addition two variants of GANs
[36] deep convolutional GAN (DCGAN) [37] and auxiliary
classifier GAN (ACGAN) [38] was used to generate
synthesized lesion images. The CNN has 3 pairs of
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convolutional layer followed by max-pooling layer and two
fully connected layers ending with a soft-max layer to
classify lesions into three classes. The CNN was trained with
classic augmentation dataset and yielded 78.6% sensitivity
and 88.4% specificity and then using synthetic data
augmentation, an improved 85.7% sensitivity and 92.4%
specificity was achieved which includes all three classes.
This work has utilized NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980 Ti GPU
for their training process. The work has proved the
efficiency of synthetic augmentation in medical lesion
classification systems.
D. Deep learning based segmentation approach
M. Ahmad et al. [39] have proposed a Deep Belief
Network (DBN-DNN) model [40] that includes unsupervised
pre-training and supervised fine tuning for liver segmentation
from CT images. In pre-processing stage, the Hounsfield unit
[41] was applied in range [-100,400] to neglect other organs
than liver from the CT image and Histogram equalization and
Gaussian filtering was done to enhance contrast and to
remove noise. The training data were given as (23*23) blocks
to the network’s input in which the positive blocks has the
region of liver and the negative blocks has the region of
background and totally 2,099,712 overlapping blocks was
obtained from the training dataset. Usually DBN is
composed of stacked Restricted Boltzmann Machines
(RBM) and this work has used 2 RBMs for DBN and as a
binary classifier sigmoid unit was used and this whole setup
was termed as DBN-DNN. The supervised fine tuning was
done to reduce the training error using back propagation
neural networks. During unsupervised training, only the
RBMs were considered and fine tuning was done on all the
DBN layers. All the network’s parameters were briefly
described in the paper the entire approach has taken 48 hours
for the training using CPU. Chen Vase (CV)-based 3D active
contour method [42] was applied at DBN_DNN output to
refine the liver segmentation by removing any excess noise
other than liver region. The author has also validated his
method for tumour detection and has achieved good results
within the liver region but not at the liver boundary. This
work has achieved 94.80% Dice similarity coefficient (DSC)
on mixed images and 91.83% DSC on only diseased images.
Ben-Cohen, Avi et al. [43] have explored a FCN for
liver segmentation and liver metastases detection using CT
images. The dataset includes 20 patients with 68 lesions. This
work has used FCN-8s DAG network which uses VGG-16
architecture in which final classifier layer was discarded and
fully connected layers were converted to convolutions. The
number 8s, 4s in FCN denotes the amount of stride which
was briefly described in [44]. Since the dataset was small, for
each image four augmentations were created with different
scales. Two networks were trained for liver segmentation
and lesion detection. The liver segmentation network was
trained with 20 CT scans with liver segmentation masks and
lesion detection network was trained with 68 lesion
segmentation masks and 43 liver segmentation masks. The
IJISRT20JUL058

results were evaluated with two architectural variations:
adding two neighbouring slices and linking the Pool2 layer
for the final prediction (FCN-4s). A best Dice index of 0.89
and 0.86 sensitivity was obtained using FCN-8s with addition
of neighbouring slices for liver segmentation. For lesion
detection, the FCN-4s network with addition of neighbouring
slices has achieved 0.88 true positive rate (TPR). FCN-4s
was more accurate than FCN -8s for lesion detection because
of the smaller lesions size. Finally these two best networks
for liver segmentation and lesion detection were combined
and a fully automated method has achieved 0.86 TPR where
the detection results are close to the manual segmentation
methods according to the author.
X. Guo, et al. [45] have proposed a transfer learning
approach using Mask-RCNN to separate highly clumped
steatosis droplets and recover their precise contours with
good accuracy from liver histopathological microscopy
images. The Mask-RCNN was initially proposed for object
instance segmentation [46]. The input colour image was
converted to gray scale and then binarized using a
normalized threshold to exclude the non-tissue areas and
overlapped steatosis regions were identified and removed by
rejecting connected foreground regions for solidity over
0.95. Using [47] segmentation masks were created and the
dataset has 451 images of size (1024*1024*3) with their
corresponding ground-truth masks. Each image has multiple
masks where each mask contains one steatosis droplet. So
image-mask pairs were given into the network as input. This
transfer learning approach has three components: 1) the
backbone CNN has three residual neural network (Resnet)
modified resnet41, resnet50, resnet65. 2) Region Proposal
Network (RPN) for identifying steatosis droplets in input
images. 3) ‘ROI-align’ analyses the ROI and interpolates the
feature map from backbone CNN. As a result modified
resnet50 has achieved a best precision of 75.87% and a
Jaccard index of 76.97%.
IV.

DISCUSSION

As discussed all through this review, deep learning has
the advantage of learning the feature representation from the
input data by itself without the need for hand crafted features
using conventional methods. This survey has discussed
various deep learning architectures like CNN, RNN, CCNN,
GAN, and DBN for the task of liver lesion detection using
CT images. These architectures have used various numbers
of different layers like convolution, pooling, fully connected
layers based on the application’s objective. Usually deep
learning is said to process huge amount of data but getting
huge collection of medical image data is complex. So data
augmentation has become so popular in building deep
learning networks for medical image diagnosis. These data
augmentation techniques help the deep learning networks to
avoid overfitting of data and in improving data strength. So
data augmentation techniques make way for deep learning
implementation for medical diagnosis using small amount of
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data. A comparison is presented below in Table 1. Deep
learning algorithms with huge data is very difficult for CPUs
to handle and most of the works have opted for GPUs like
NVIDIA’s Tesla, Titan, GeForce products. These graphics
processors greatly reduces the training time of the networks
and deep learning on GPUs is typically 10–30 times faster
Approach

Augmentation Technique

Perceptual hashing-CNN

NA

ConvNet

Random translation,
rotations and non-rigid
deformations
Cropping, rotation,
Gaussian noise added
Translation, rotation,
flipping, scaling and
synthetic images

CNN
GAN

FCN

than on CPUs. The memory size of the GPUs also poses
some limitations on the batch size of the training data [30].
Some of the GPUs that has been mentioned in the above
survey is given in table 2 and as evident more no of classes
has been classified in most of the works that has used GPU
acceleration.

No of images
F

Results after Augmentation

Reference

97.3%

[10]

4298 images

Error rate of 5.9% from 9.6%

[17]

From 1068 to
55,536 images

95% accuracy

[32]

NA

85.7% sensitivity
and 92.4% specificity

[34]

NA

0.86 TPR

[43]

From 145 to 200
images

Scaling (Four
scales from 0.8 to 0.12)

Table 1:- Comparison between different augmentation techniques listed in this review
* NA – not available

Approach

GPU

No of classes

Reference

ConvNet

NVIDIA Titan Z

5 class

[17]

FCN
CNN
GAN
CNN
CCNN

NVIDIA
1 class
GeForce GTX 1080
NVIDIA
5 class
GeForce GTX 1080
NVIDIA
3 class
GeForce GTX 980Ti
NVIDIA
1 class
Tesla K80
Nvidia Tesla
5 class
V100 GPU
Table 2:- Different GPUs mentioned in the literature

Transfer learning makes the training process little
easier where pre-trained models like AlexNet are just
modified in terms of layers based on our application and
reused to perform the new task. In case where transfer
learning fails to provide the expected result we should build
our network from scratch. Most of the works in this review
has been implemented using Python and Matlab. Unlike
conventional machine learning methods where features are
extracted manually based on the application and then fed
into the classifier, deep learning algorithms learns features on
its own in each layer which could be interpreted or
visualized for inference. These layers repeatedly learn
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[27]
[32]
[34]
[45]
[30]

features upon iterations until the network converges to the
best training accuracy. A similar survey [48] has reviewed all
the proposed deep learning techniques for liver lesion
detection using ultrasound images. An overview of the above
mentioned techniques and proposed methodologies have
been portrayed above in figure 2. First division lists the
different pre-trained models used for transfer learning
approach. Second division lists the different deep learning
architectures proposed for our application. Third division
lists the utilized Matlab and Python based libraries and the
last division lists the publicly available Liver datasets.
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Fig.: 2:- Summarization of the techniques discussed in this survey

V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
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